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Introduction 
International crime has covered different activities including theft of crops and one of the leading 

aspects has been explored in California. The theft of nuts has been proved to be the leading issue 

of California. An amount of $400,000 has been recorded till date. Therefore, it is highly 

impacting the respective country’s economy. On the other hand, it is also evident that California 

farmers are not getting the right amount of productivity and outcomes even after cultivating a 

larger amount of crops. The problem statement of the study is to analyze the present scenario of 

Nut theft in California based on the availability of secondary data. The quantitative analysis is 

based on secondary data available in earlier government records and journals.  

Background to the case 
A sophisticated nut theft ring has been detected in California and the same is making impact on 

national economy along with making issues on internal exports. Practically, if respective corps is 

not getting transported in a legal way, the impact will be on farmers as well as on the expenditure 

of resources. If it is not possible to stop the treat concerns, there will be severe impacts on 

economy in future terms. California has already calculated a loss of $400, 000 in terms of black 

market transactions and following the same, it seems difficult to manage internal economic 

operations (Duchelle et al. 2011). 

On the other hand, the impact on the society is negative as thieves are establishing a concept of 

unstoppable black market operations. The impact is severe in the society that many individuals 

are getting interest to enter into the same trend. Practically, if administration on the same 

occasion is not getting strict, there will be social as well as economic turmoil. The initial stage 

holds the importance of managing all of the activities regarding walnut theft and future 

proceedings.  

Quantitative analysis 
There are countless data available on nut theft as per California Government and due to regular 

activities, the aspect has become common. As per data of 2010, California Government 40 

percent of the total cultivated nuts in California went around the world. This statement has 

established the effectiveness of active presence of black market throughout the country. The 

census data has shown an increasing poverty level day by day, but they amount of corps has 
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Inconsequential burglaries of walnuts are typical in central California. A couple of areas even 

blacklist the offer of nuts before gather is done, to incapacitate secret market bargains. 

Nevertheless, the Crain thievery, close by equivalent heists in 2011 and 2012, gave off an 

impression of being changed to -Parker. They were put together by people who -appeared to 

grasp the trucking business, discount extortion, and PC secur-ity (Bettinger, 2015). Neither of the 

earlier bad behaviors had given -Parker much to analyze, and at first this one looked no 

additionally reassuring. "I'm left holding a report saying 'Some individual showed up,' and I have 

a label that doesn't exist," Parker uncovered to me the past winter. "They vanish into the night." 

Around the period of the Crain theft, Rich Paloma, a cop turned columnist at the Oakdale 

Leader, seven days by week paper based a couple of hours south of Tehama County, -began 

following high--value piles of nuts that had vanished. Paloma checked around six heists, 

regarded at more than $1 million, in the prior year. In the fall of 2013, he circulated an article 

estimating that the robberies were formed (Johnson, 2012).  

 

When you look at the collaborations anticipated that would complete this bad behavior," he let 

me know, all signs call attention to a dealt with social affair. "You take 370,000 pounds of 

almonds; you're not -going to offer it for the road." Of late, nut burglary has -exploded into a 

statewide issue. More than 35 loads, worth in any occasion $10 million, have vanished since 

2013. The number and style of the thefts—smart and capable, as if the characters from Ocean's 
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result, most of the farmers are getting affected and economic standard of California is getting 

low. In that concern, other import related charges are getting higher whereas exports are facing 

gloomy days. As per current scenario and findings, around 60 percent of the total cultivated 

almonds in California are getting transferred to black market.  

Conclusion 
At the end, it can be said that theft of nuts is a threat to common individuals as well as economy 

on the country. In order to retail the same, it is important to stop black market transactions. It 

cannot be said that regarding this greater chain thee is not any influence of outer countries, but at 

the same time, it will be possible to stop or control the scenario domestic affairs are highly 

valued. 
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